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          When  Michael  had gone, she sat for a moment with her head tilted 
  back   and   her   eyes   closed.   He   had   been   right,   it   would   have   been   very 
  different if she and Michael had united. She tried to dismiss the thought as 
  disloyalty to Marcus, but it wouldn't go away. She couldn't deny that she was 
  attracted  to  Michael  and she knew that  a great part of that attraction  was 
  purely physical. He was young and vital and she longed to be swept up into 
  his arms and to be told that she was loved and desired.
        She   stood   up   abruptly   and   walked   to   the   computer   outlet.   She 
  activated it:
          "Computer:  Provide  a visual  display  of texts containing  the  keyword 
  'Michael'.
          "Data search for the co-ordinate 'Michael' is complete: references are 
  as follows:
        'The Book of Daniel, Chapter 10, verse 13.
         The Book of Daniel, Chapter 10, verse 21.
         The Book of Daniel, Chapter 12, verse 1.
         The Book of Jude, verse 9.
         The Book of Revelation, Chapter 12, verse 7.'
          References are complete."
        She   stared   at   the   short   list.   The   text   the   Firstling   had   quoted   was 
  unlikely to be Revelation or Jude, it was something much older. In any case, 
  the texts in the New Testament were familiar and not relevant to the End of 
  Time.
          "Computer. Give  the visual  text of Daniel,  Chapters ten, eleven and 
  twelve."
        The response was instantaneous. She sat down before the wall screen 
  and  slowly  activated  the  scroll.  It took  some time for  her  to  read  through. 
  When she had finished, she started to edit out the earlier verses of Chapter 
  ten. Apart from telling her that the vision took place in the time of Cyrus and 
  during the Babylonian Captivity, it wasn't particularly relevant. It also had the 
  effect of eliminating two of the references to 'Michael'. 
        She read on through the text. It concerned three more kings who would 
  appear in Persia and with wars against the kingdom of Greece. It was easy to 
  identify the rise of Alexander the great: 
          'Then there will appear a warrior king. He will rule a vast kingdom and 
  will   do   what   he   chooses.   But   as   he   is   established,   his   kingdom   will   be 
  shattered   and   split   up   north,   south,   east   and   west.   It   will   not   pass   to   his 
    descendants,   nor   will   any   of   his   successors   have   an   empire   like   his;   his 
  kingdom will be torn up by the roots and given to others as well as to them.'

          What followed in the text was a confused history of the successors of 
  Alexander,   who   split   his   empire   between   them  and   engaged   in   protracted  
  wars for supremacy. There was even a hint of someone who could have been 
  identified   as   the   famous   Cleopatra.   She   read   on   and   the   history   became 



  unfamiliar.

        'A contemptible creature will succeed but will not be given recognition 
  as king; yet he will seize the kingdom by dissimulation and intrigue in time of 
  peace. He will sweep away all forces of opposition as he advances, and even 
  the   Prince   of   the   Covenant   will   be   broken.   He   will   enter   into   fraudulent 
  alliances and, although  the  people  behind  him are  but few, he  will  rise  to 
  power and establish himself in a time of peace. He will overrun the richest 
  districts of the province and succeed in doing what his fathers and forefathers 
  failed to do, distributing spoil, booty, and property to his followers. He will lay 
  his plans against the fortresses, but only for a time.

        He will rouse himself in all  his strength and courage to lead a great 
  army   against   the   king   of   the   south,   but   the   king   of   the   south   will   press 
  campaign against him with a very great and numerous army; yet the king of 
  the south will not persist, for traitors will lay their plots. Those who eat at his 
  board will be his undoing; his army will be swept away, and many will fall on 
  the field of battle. The two kings will be bent on mischief and, sitting at the 
  same table, they will lie to each other with advantage to neither. Yet there will 
  be an end to the appointed time.' 

        Leah   paused   yet   again   and   stared   at   the   screen.   'An   end   to   the 
  appointed time'. The words in Ezekiel were similar. The words addressed to 
  Gog: 

        'Be prepared; make ready, you and all the host which has gathered to 
  join you, and hold yourselves in reserve for me. After many days you will be 
  summoned; in years to come you will enter a land restored from ruin.' 

        The Lord had appointed a time when Gog and his Horde would surge 
  down from the north to spoil a defenceless land.
        She returned to an earlier portion of the text.

        'For traitors will lay their plots. Those who eat at his board will be his 
  undoing; his army will be swept away, and many will fall on the field of battle. 
  The two kings will be bent on mischief and, sitting at the same table, they will 
  lie to each other with advantage to neither.'

        The king of the north and the king of the south will make war against 
  each other, yet,  they will  sit at the  same table  and lie  to  each other. She 
  wondered   how   many   had   already   sat   at   the   table   of   the   Administrator's 
  conferences   and   had   lied   to   each   other!   She   shivered,   it   was   rightly 
  described as a time of treachery! She read on:

          'Then one will return home with a long baggage-train, and with anger 
  in his heart against the Holy Covenant; he will work his will and return to his 
  own land.'

        'The   Holy   Covenant':   -   Couldn't   the   Administrators   be   described   as  



  such?   One would leave the conference and return home to 'work his own 
  will'. She read further, once again, there was a reference to 'the appointed 
  time'. 

        He   will   win   over   by   plausible   promises   those   who   are   ready   to 
  condemn the covenant, but the people who are faithful to their God will hold 
  firm   and   fight   back.   Wise   leaders   of   the   nation   will   give   guidance   to   the 
  common  people;   yet   for   a   while   they   will   fall   victim   to   fire   and   sword,   to 
  captivity and pillage. But these victims will not want for help, though small, 
  even   if   many   who   join   them   are   insincere.   Some   of   these   leaders   will 
  themselves   fall   victim  for   a   time  so   that   they   may  be   tested,   refined,   and 
  made shining white. Yet there will still be an end to the appointed time. 

        The king will  do what he chooses; he will  exalt and magnify himself 
  above   every   god   and   against   the   God   of   gods   he   will   utter   monstrous 
    blasphemies. All will go well with him until the time of wrath ends, for what is 
    determined  must be  done.  He  will  ignore  his  ancestral  gods,  and  the  god 
  beloved of women; to no god will he pay heed but will exalt himself above them all. Instead he 
will honour the god of  the citadel, a god unknown to his ancestors, with gold and silver, gems 
and 
  costly gifts. He will garrison his strong fortresses with aliens, the people of a 
  foreign god. Those whom he favours he will load with honour, putting them in 
  office over the common people and distributing land at a price.'

        Leah   rubbed   her   eyes   wearily.   There   was   so   much   she   couldn't 
    understand. Events which were yet to happen, the most she could surmise 
  was that there would be a time of unrest before the greatest battle of all - its 
  description came next in the text.
 
        'At the time of the end, he and the king of the south will make feints at 
  one another, and the king of the north will come storming against him with 
  chariots   and   cavalry   and   many   ships.   He   will   overrun   land   after   land, 
  sweeping over them like a flood, amongst them the fairest of all lands, and 
  tens of thousands shall fall victims. Yet all these lands (including Edom and 
  Moab  and   the  remnants of  the  Ammonites)   will   survive  his  attack.   He  will 
  reach out to land after land, and Egypt will not escape. He will gain control 
  over her hidden stores of gold and silver and all her treasures; Libyans and 
  Cushites will  follow in his train. Then rumours from the east and north will 
  alarm  him,  and   he   will   depart   in   a   great   rage   to   destroy   and   exterminate 
  many. He will pitch his royal pavilion between the sea and the holy hill, the 
  fairest of all hills; and he will meet his end with no one to help him. 
          At that moment Michael shall appear.
           Michael the great captain.
           who stands guard over your fellow-countrymen;
           and there will be a time of distress such as has never been
           since they became a nation till that moment.
           But at that moment your people will be delivered,
           every one who is written in the book:
           Many of those who sleep in the dust of the earth will wake, some to 



           everlasting life  and some to the reproach of eternal abhorrence.
           The wise leaders shall shine like the bright 
           vault of heaven, and those who have guided the 
           people in the true path shall be like the stars for ever and ever.'

        Leah   leaned   back   and   sighed,   there   was   so   much   she   couldn't 
    understand. So much was still to take place. The onslaught of Gog and his 
  Horde would  be preceded by many feints and trial  attacks. In the end the 
  great battle  would   come - the  final  conflict  - and  Michael  would  be in  the 
  midst of it.
        She felt like Daniel the prophet after reading to the end of the text, she 
  could understand his perplexity. He was told to seal up the words until the 
  Time of the End, then it would be revealed.

        'But you, Daniel, keep the word secret and seal the book till the time of 
  the end. Many will be at their wit's end, and punishment will be heavy.'

        Leah   deactivated   the   computer   station,   stood   and   stretched.   She 
  hadn't realised how the time had passed. The sun had risen, it was a clear 
  day, but the brilliance of former times was missing. The sun had lost its power 
  to shine with a sevenfold light and the weather was far more unpredictable. 
  On the western horizon, resting  on the hills  which  hid Jerusalem from her 
  sight, was a line of cloud. As yet, it was far out over the Great Sea. 
        The rainfall in the old Mediterranean basin had become heavier and it 
  was becoming difficult to pump out the surplus into the Atlantic and the Red 
  Sea. The rivers which emptied the watershed of Europe, were pouring out 
  flood waters from the mountain ranges. The melting snows of spring inflated 
  the volume. It was almost a shock for her to realise that she was thinking in 
  terms of the ancient four seasons, Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter. The 
  concept of thirteen lunar seasons was becoming a memory.
        It was the same everywhere, even in far off Salem, now in the icy grip 
  of winter. The earth was changing and the ancient mastery of Satan's domain 
  was being reasserted. When she thought of Salem, she thought of Marcus. 
  He was either in the last stages of preparation for the journey to Jerusalem, 
  or he had already begun his transit. She felt a peculiar sense of deflation. 
  The   prospect   of   her   husband   coming   to   join   her   raised   no   feelings   of 
  anticipation,   let   alone   joy.   She   knew   she   ought   to   be   joyful,   but   to   have 
  simulated it, even to herself, would have lacked honesty.
        She   thought   back   to   her   investigations.   The   books   of   Ezekiel   and 
  Daniel contained a blueprint for those who were able to unlock their meaning. 
  In  the  book of Daniel  there  was almost a blow for blow description  of the 
  moves and counter-moves of the 'kings' of north, south, east and west. The 
  compass directions were pivoted upon the land of Israel. The 'Holy Covenant' 
  was a fifth force, in the centre of a surging unrest of the nations around it. 
        For a while, the four 'kings' would try to assert their dominance upon 
  each other, but then the time would come when they formed a confederation, 
  as   described   in   Ezekiel   and   a   leader   would   emerge.   Gog   would   arise   in 
  Magog and lead his horde against the Holy Covenant. The Holy Covenant 
  would be without Asher ben Jacobi. An era was at and end and now Michael 



  had   to   stand   up   for   his   people.   He   would   be   watched   and   assessed   and 
  those  who  might have  supported  Asher,  because  he  was Asher,  might be 
  cautious before they threw their weight behind the new Administrator. 
        The   Central   Administration   had   always   been   regarded   as   being 
  pivotal.   It   was   by   far,   the   smallest   in   actual   land   area   and   much   greater 
  stewardships flanked it on every side. It was pivotal because it contained the 
  city   of   Jerusalem.   It   had   a   symbolic   significance   which   far   surpassed   its 
  physical status. The death of Asher would be like a cold wind which would 
  blow through the confidence of those who waited the advent of Gog.
        Leah was content to rest for the remainder of the day. The long hours 
  at the bedside of Asher had produced a kind of reaction. She hadn't realised 
  how  exhausted   she   had   become.  She   was   left   alone.   No   doubt,   the   new 
    Administrator   had   his   hands   full   and   had   no   time   for   socialising.   In   the 
  evening, a message was delivered. Marcus would join her on the next day.
        On the following morning, Leah stood waiting in the reception area of 
  the  Salt Sea Terminal.  Michael  had accepted  her request  that she  should 
  meet her husband alone. She had thought that secretly he was relieved that 
  he didn't have to face Marcus with a simulated welcome. She didn't pretend 
  to be naive and try to persuade herself that she couldn't understand the strain 
  between them, it was quite obvious. On the other hand she felt no sense of 
  victory that she was the cause. Michael had said that things could have been 
  different - but Michael had only himself to blame that they were not.
        The suborbiter was late. In the aftermath of the Kingdom, that wasn't 
  unusual.   During   the   Millennium   of   Peace,   it   would   never   have   happened. 
  There were a few others waiting for the various arrivals. She recognised no 
  one and was glad. She stood alone, isolated  as much by her thoughts as 
  anything else. It was the first time she had had to meet Marcus since their 
  marriage - it was the first time they had been separated. She stopped short at 
  the unbidden thought - the first time she had escaped!
        After   another   quarter   hour,   she   began   to   feel   the   first   twinges   of 
  anxiety.   Even   allowing   for   the   current   laxity,   the   flight   was   very   late.   She 
  glanced at one of the huge monitor screens which fed a continuous stream of 
  information to a normally unheeding public. The suborbiter had left Salem on 
  time and there was no reason to doubt the information. Flight Status showed 
  it as being still in transit and the estimated time of arrival confirmed that it was 
  now twenty-four minutes overdue. Her anxiety began to mount and she didn't 
  take her eyes away from the unchanging monitor screen. 
        The   message,   when   it   did   come,   was   brutally   factual.   It   was   yet 
  another   piece   of   changing   information   and   was   posted   against   the   Flight 
  Status details. It said quite simply: 'Flight Terminated'!
        Leah stared at the huge screen and fought down a rising panic. She 
  forced her legs to walk in the direction of a service counter. The attendant 
  looked up as she approached.
        "Can I be of help, sister?" 
        Leah steadied herself against the counter.
        "I am the wife of the Far East Administrator, Steinbecker, would you 
  please tell me what has happened to his flight from Salem. What does 'Flight 
  Terminated' mean?"
        The attendant glanced at the monitor quickly and then back to her. His 



  expression was carefully controlled.
        "I will make enquiries, sister. Perhaps, you would like to take a seat?" 
        He   gestured   to   a   door   behind   him   and   she   hesitated   momentarily, 
  before walking through into a small office. It was barely furnished with two 
  chairs and a table. The door closed again and she was left to stare blindly at 
  the blank walls. Part of her mind wanted to play through various scenarios 
  based on the displayed message. 
        'Flight Terminated' could mean many things and the official  to whom 
  she had spoken, was making enquiries. That was the escapist scenario and 
  one she wanted to clasp to herself. There were other implications and they 
  were much more devastating. A flight could be terminated in many different 
  ways.   A   suborbiter   flight   was   scheduled   to   depart   and   arrive   at   a   given 
  destination without deviation. For it not to do so, or to be 'terminated', had 
  fearful implications. She tried to face the possibilities squarely, that much she 
  owed to Marcus. The suborbiter could have exploded, it could have fallen out 
  of its orbital path in an uncontrolled re-entry. It was unlikely that it could have 
  set down safely elsewhere! 
        The official returned, his face was bleak. He swallowed before he tried 
  to speak. She rescued him.
        "What happened? Did it crash - or did it explode."
        The   young   man   looked   as   if   was   about   to   cry.   Leah   faced   him 
  outwardly  calm, That  in  itself,  was unnerving  but  yet,  he  was relieved,  he 
  didn't feel capable of handling hysterics.
        "I regret to have to tell you that the suborbiter reached apogee - and 
  then - and then failed to reenter - "
        Leah nodded slowly.
        "I presume you are trying to tell me that it reached the highest point of 
  its flight and then failed to start the downward glide to earth?"
        The young man nodded briefly. Leah stared at him.
        "So - is it still up there? - What's being done to get it down?"
        He cleared his throat.
        "I regret to inform you that it lost - it lost - integrity."
        Leah closed her eyes.
        "I don't understand - What does - losing integrity - imply?" 
        "I regret to say - "
        "Are you trying to tell me that the passengers and crew are dead?"
        He cleared his throat again.
        "Yes, or no!"
        "Yes - Sister Steinbecker. I am so sorry - " 
        Leah   kept   her   eyes   closed.   She   needed   to   shut   out   the   world. 
  Curiously, at that moment, she didn't feel grief - she guessed it would come 
  later. Instead, there was a peculiar numbness, it was almost a return of the 
  suppression of emotion she had experienced after the Firstling's touch on the 
  previous evening.
          "Sister Steinbecker! Are you all right?"
        The young official was fluttering around like a disturbed hen. He was  
  even more flustered when she opened her eyes and gently smiled at him. He 
  really did look like a man who was completely out of his depth. She began to 
  feel   very,   very   tired.   With   the   tiredness   came  the   first   stirrings   of   a   deep 



  sorrow. She had no desire to display either her tiredness or her grief before 
  the curious eyes of those who would soon gather around her.
        "It   would   be   much   appreciated   if   you   would   please   inform   the 
    Administrator Michael Ben Levi - and if I could wait here until he comes."
        The young man looked uncertain and then scuttled out of the room. 
  Leah closed her eyes again and felt the first tear escape down her cheek.


